
I’ve interviewed many successful
archery retailers where the spouse
worked another full-time job,

often as a way to cover the family with
medical benefits. I’ve also interviewed
some who were still working a “day
job” as a way to let them plow more of
the pro shop’s profits back into build-
ing inventory. But until I visited
Archery World, a pro shop in
Vancouver, Washington last fall I’d
never set out to profile a retailer
whose military duties pulled him
away for weeks or months at a time.

Joe Mallicoat has already served
two tours in Iraq and also serves on
shorter assignments here in the States
in his area of specialty as a
Marksmanship Trainer in the Marine
Corps Reserves. “We train the train-

ers,” Mallicoat told me after returning
from a short two-week stint at a base
in Quantico, Virginia. “It’s our job to
instruct and qualify other Marine
Corps instructors who in turn train
the troops.”

Today’s Marine Corps training
emphasizes Combat Marksmanship
for the very real threats our troops
encounter in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Troops train with the M16A4 auto-
matic rifle and with the M4, a short
carbine that has a collapsible stock.
“The Marine Corps is changing
because of the types of conflicts we
are in, to a little more maneuverable
weapon,” the pro shop owner said
about the M4. “We shoot in our train-
ing from 5 yards to 500 yards. We do a
lot of training for what’s called ‘close

combat support.’”
Marines need to be able to react

in seconds when their street patrols or
checkpoints are attacked. In archery
the analogy might be the difference
between shooting freestyle equip-
ment at a tournament, where you
have all sorts of time to aim, and using
traditional gear to make a good shot
on a deer that’s in position for just
moments. You still follow the same
fundamentals, Mallicoat says, but
everything has to be compressed.

Mallicoat was full-time in the mil-
itary from 1991 to 1996. A year or two
later he began shopping at Archery
World. As a Marine Corps reservist, he
worked as a machinist and in welding
frames for high end bicycles. When
Mallicoat heard in 1999 the owners

Marine Trainer Counts On Team 
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wanted to sell the 10-year-old busi-
ness, he switched the civilian side of
his career to join the archery industry.

Mallicoat was called up to serve in
Iraq in 2004, something he had no
way of anticipating when he bought
the business. Then he volunteered in
2006 to do a second year-long activa-
tion. “I didn’t feel like my duty to my
country had been fulfilled,” he
answered when I asked about the sec-
ond year away from his archery busi-
ness. “You want to do your fair share,
to help carry the load.”

On the shorter training assign-

ments in the United States, Mallicoat
said there are many business deci-
sions you can make by staying in
touch with your staff while off duty.
Overseas those opportunities don’t
exist, and if they did
it might divide the
c o n c e n t r a t i o n
required to do your
best as a Marine.
Mallicoat wasn’t a
m a r k s m a n s h i p
trainer in Iraq, he
served in Civil
Affairs and was

attached to an infantry battalion. “We
worked with the civilian population to
help rebuild and train the govern-
ment. Our team worked near the
Syrian border during both deploy-

He Leaves Behind at Pro Shop
By Tim Dehn

PHOTO LEFT: Marine Reservist Joe Mallicoat and wife Megan hold
Hunter Mallicoat, who holds an archery trophy he’s pretty proud of
winning on the store’s indoor lanes. Behind the wall on the right is
where a separate broadhead range was being set up after the rest
of the business had gone through an extensive remodeling.
BELOW: While I was interviewing Mallicoat, Mike Bosisto just hap-
pened to walk up with a “Robin Hood” he’d made that morning.
RIGHT: Dana Richard can build custom strings to Mallicoat’s exact-
ing standards using a rugged motorized jig designed and built
locally. After a lengthy training period Bosisto is now also quali-
fied to build the premium strings, which are pre-stretched on
another unit until installation on the bow.
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ments. Our assignment was referred
to as SASO, Security And Stabilization
Operations. With that we got involved
in the reconstruction of schools and
government buildings, and retraining
the average citizens to be involved in
the decision making process.”
Decades under totalitarian rule and a
much longer history of tribal disputes
complicates the task. “With that
comes what you see portrayed in the
media, which is trial and error. The
media reports unfortunately favor the
errors.”

Mallicoat had learned the hard
way during his first deployment that
he hadn’t done a good enough job
training his staff to operate the busi-
ness in his absence. “It’s not that I was
indispensible, but there were so many
things I had routinely done on my
own. I should have had a system in
place and a second person who some-

times played that role.”
Mallicoat’s first wife and Dana

Richard, who joined Archery World in
2001, kept the business going during
Mallicoat’s first deployment to Iraq.
When Mallicoat returned he brought
in Mike Bosisto to work with himself
and Richard and to share the decision
making duties when Mallicoat was on

active duty. “There wasn’t going to be
a boss anymore,” Mallicoat explained.
“There were going to be three mem-
bers of a team. When I was gone on
my second deployment, Dana and
Mike kept this store open for the same
amount of hours it had been open
when I was here. They just pulled an
enormous load for us.”
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ABOVE: Mike Bosisto rings up shaft sales for
John and Laura Rehak. They’re in Archery
World five or six times a week, shooting or
shopping. RIGHT: Dana Richard adds new life
to an old Bear Whitetail II with a cleaning, tun-
ing and string job. He’s using a Last Chance
bow press that compresses the bow at the
touch of a button. Bows on the wall behind him
need service or are target models owned by
pro-staff, who leave them there outside peak
season to serve as displays and to prompt
inquiries that lead to bow or accessory sales.
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There’s still room for specializa-
tion at Archery World, but enough
cross-training has been done that
things don’t go undone when one of
the three isn’t available. For instance,
Richard gives most of the lessons and
does most of the ordering. He was
restringing a bow when I first came
into the shop. Bosisto, who was fletch-

ing some costly Easton X7 target
arrows for a customer at the time,
runs the leagues and sets up the tour-
naments held on the indoor lanes.
“Now just because Dana has placed
an order doesn’t mean Mike won’t
check it in,” Mallicoat said. “And the
guys are really good at discussing a
plan of action before something is

undertaken, so I’ll have input.
The team approach to managing

the business was a huge success in
2007, Mallicoat said. The trio were
able to complete remodeling and
rearranging the main portion of the
store, opening up more store windows
to bring in light and to give people
who pull into the strip mall a better
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Archery World benefits from the efforts of about a dozen staff shooters, who receive
free range time and discounts on equipment. Charlene Kovaschetz (at left) volunteers to
work a day a week though she also puts in 45 hours at her job. John Heuvel IV (above)
started as a store shooter and then was picked up by Martin Archery after winning the
Bowhunter Freestyle division at the 2002 Las Vegas shoot. Those targets lining the top of
the range wall are all 300s, shot over a three week period by Heuvel on the store’s range.
In addition to Martin, Archery World is a dealer for Bear, Hoyt and Mathews.

Circle 191 on Response Card
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view of the store’s interior. They were
close to completing a long-held
dream of having a separate 30-yard
broadhead range, where customers
would bring their own foam targets
and pay an $8 hourly fee to shoot.
Mallicoat had kept the landlord
informed of his desire for additional
space, and a change in tenants finally
freed up a 2,000 square foot strip they
could add to the 5,000 feet they
already used for showroom, lanes and
service area.

Archery World has also been able
to keep sales climbing at a time when
bowhunters in the Vancouver Wash-
ington area and in nearby Portland,
Oregon have more choices that ever
before where to shop. That’s what
had impressed the Hudalla
Associates sales rep for the area when
I asked him to recommend a busi-
ness for me to visit and profile. In the
face of competition that could cause
some independent store owners to
retrench or scale back, Archery World
was expanding and improving.

“In 2005 we had a Sportsman’s
Warehouse open up in Vancouver,
and another across the river over in

Portland,” Mallicoat said. “And of
course we have the mail order compe-
tition as well from retailers like
Cabela’s and GI Joe’s.” Mallicoat said
the natural first reaction to learning
about the new box store competition
was to worry that it might hurt sales
significantly. Instead of dwelling on
that, he told himself to think about
how many more people would be
exposed to the outdoor sports. Some
would choose fishing or camping or
upland bird shooting, but a portion
would want to pursue archery, where
he’s convinced independent retailers
have some advantages of their own.

“Anyone who takes up archery
and wants the more personal type of
service, they tend to find the pro
shops like us. They’re given stock to
sell,” Mallicoat noted about the box
store personnel. “We choose our stock
to sell. We like going that extra mile to
get that hard to find part. We also like
the fact that on most of the service we
do on bows that were bought else-
where, the customer will comment ‘If
I’d known you were here, I would have
bought it here.’”

Since the two Sportsman’s
Warehouses opened in its trade area,
Mallicoat said Archery World is doing
more bow set-up work than ever
before. “Some customers shop where
they think they can get a better value.

They may buy it over there and then
bring it over here to have us set it up.”

Often the customer is referred to
Archery World by the very store it
competes with. “Most of the full-time
guys in that department we know, in
fact they shoot on our range because
they don’t have one of their own,”
Mallicoat said. Naturally the box store
put a premium on hiring people with
archery experience and a lot of those
were already customers at Archery
World. Turnover among staff at the big
chains is typically higher than a pro
shop should see, Mallicoat believes,
again giving the independent retailer
a possible advantage in service and
customer relations.

“The three of us know customers
can buy their archery equipment any-
where,” Mallicoat said. “The service is
what makes the difference. Our goal is
to be able to provide good products
and the best service.”

That service includes building
custom strings on a motorized string
jig built with the aid of Mallicoat’s
background in machining. “It lets us
build strings twice as fast as we
could by hand, and it lets us build a
better string. We also pre-stretch our
custom strings under 600 to 800
pounds of pressure for at least 24
hours. A lot of factory-made strings
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PHOTO BELOW: The slat wall used throughout the showroom and along one side of
the target range makes it easy to rearrange displays. Below, when Mallicoat returned
from a recent training operation he found Richard and Bosisto had taken the shop’s
collection of vintage compounds and recurves and neatly displayed them in the range
area. They plan to add cards describing each model with help of the store’s pro staff.

PHOTO RIGHT: Genesis compounds add color to a section of the recently remodeled
business at 803 Grand Avenue, Vancouver, Washington.
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are pre-stretched but we do it until
the time it goes on the bow. That
means we can guarantee the cus-
tomer that while that string is on
their bow, they’ll experience very lit-
tle creep and very little tuning prob-
lems. We sell hundreds of these in a
year.”

After the stretching, the custom
strings measure to within 1/8 inch of
factory specifications, Mallicoat
noted, so a twist or two is all that’s
needed to bring them exactly where
needed. In slower times the store also
builds less expensive strings for stock,
ones that are still good quality but

aren’t pre-stretched
and don’t use the
best serving materi-
als. 

Before I left I
asked Mallicoat how
confident he felt
about the future of
archery retailing,
given some signs of a
slowing economy.
“Archery is starting to
grow a little bit more
each year, and I think
it will for at least 5 or
6 years, as economic
pressures start to
affect interest rates
and the cost of living.
That six arrows your

customer buys may cost him $60 or
$70, but they can last for years. That’s
different than the guy who is using
bullets, where at the end of a day you
may sweep up the brass from $60 or
$70 in ammunition. One reason I
enjoy shooting a bow is because it’s a
lot less expensive.”
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At left, Mike Bosisto fletches arrows in a tidy, well organized work area where he can keep an eye on the tar-
get range. At right, Dana Richard checks out the options for dressing up a customer’s Sure-Loc target sight.
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